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Foreword
Robust and timely wsponses to tumor
environnwmal problems. such ns the
sustunabaity of natural remounts.
climate change and pollution. are only
possible if based on sound
interdtSnasy  science.
Recomasingthe importanceof this
holistic approach. the Natural
Envitionawnt Roe-arch Council
festrUttUred SS assumes during 1994. A
mho( clement of ther re oumnisation was
a mount* fou: NM Institutes into
the Cate Mr Ecology and I tydndogy
(alit Research within all is
concerned with the land on wludi we
Ewe, its fresh waters and the living
organistas which share the environment
with us. The ommtment Institutes of
all are
Institute of Freshwater Ecology
Institute of Hydrology
Institute of Tent:mat EcoMgy
hulitute of Virology and
Enwrotunental Nticrobiokigy
(VI has come 625 staff 075 scientists)
and about 300 visiting scientists and
wlilents. well-equipped laboratories
loyalist throughout the CE. and a
reputation for excellence in national and
international research. monitoring and
data collection As sodt CEll mnst have
one of the sumgest carstllihnes in the
world for undettaking hokstic research in
the terrestnal and heshwater wwnyes
Tlw all capability to addles:s
multlihsciphrtary usues has been
strengdwned thmng the past year
hollowing a full reweW of as research
and a teshapmg into ten new Research
Prow-attunes These so the amuse for
research over the new Wm years and
beyond The new Prograttuttes have
betw listnubted by the CHI Directors
and sclimtins working chastely with the
external assessors who constitute four
Prowamme Review Groups In drawing
mgedwi the new Research Programmes
the scientists have also been taignetant
of the -wealth ovation- and 'quality of
life" thaw in the 1993 White Paper
Rathsing our Potential — a Alantfir
Santee and TalmokAn the  National
Technology Foresibda Paumamme,the
I IK Government's and European Union's
legislation and policy, and the content of
the major international science
programmes,
The Institutes* amain have been
father cantmted 1w cross-Instotute
interdisciplinary research norms These
lima nut of the Integrating Science Fund
which was es:table:bedlatayear Some
MAIM Illortis were hinded during 1994/
95. All have made good progress
During the presawt year a further six
Wee been approved (see Appendix IV).
During 1991 the all buntutes were
unsuited to prepare papers and Ow
evtdence to the Office of Public Stswece
and Services its pan of the  kffiesency
.tiunrni the Pub& Sector Mismrch
l&altkchtnen6  11w publishedreportof
die Sunt7 leftmuis4olvet1 the tole of
many Research Council Institutes. within
Public Sector some In September 1995
:he Gtwermtwra announced that 42
Public Sector Research establishnwnts
woukl be sublim to further review to
arisens whether the -tuitional,: of the
mtablishinimtswer• needed and
whether the Public sector should
provide these Scope for further
ranomtkanon was also to he mourned
Cldi was  milord to, this sO caned-Prior
Options" review CAI1 provided
extensive documentary evidence and
made a verbal nmentatlist to the
Wising Cotnnuttee undertaking the
NEW: Pr.or Options review all took
the opportunity to highligla the inapt
luster*. thin !klve and will crummy to
flow to the v.:Illogical and hydrologton
sciences as a iesult ot the strong
interduciplitury locus that is now
possible dimugh all The NERC
Steering Committee presented as report
to Government in law hay 1996. Neither
the recommendations of the Steering
Committee not the Governmtmt
response to these are known at the tune
of writing
It is to the creditof all trl I stall that the
retwateh has remained buoyant and the
science outputs have heat maintained at
a high level during the year against this
background of uncertainty and potential
change.
During the count: ot the yearthe
Institute ot Hydrologybas nude a
nujor contribution in developing the
new all Research Programme. Tony
Debney.the Acting Director. took direct
responsibility in steenng four programnw
meas. III also put forward a number of
Integrating Fund proposals. stwend
which were saticesshil and wer•
subsequently funded. The Instente has
also establishet1 many new links with
other all IHMOISCS during the mitre of
the year It will he seen from this Annual
Report. which I commend to you. that
under Tony Debney's Directorship. the
InstitutesSCSaltt has flourished I wish
to record nu thanks to Tony, who retires
in 1996. Mr the Mantle-1m yomnbution
he hits made to the twanaganent and
science of DI over s.xttt 214Wars
will be sorely mtssed Tony Debney is to
be replayed by IN hm Wallace who
takes over the ill Directorship it:
Novanber
woukt also like to take this opponumty
to draw your attention to the
complenteman Maul Reports for 1995/
96  from the other all Institutes and to
the (711 overview Repot/
Brim Wilkinson
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Director's
Introduction
1995/96 seems se; in he remetnl-tereci
a year orexceptional importance and
promise Rat this institute. It was a year 01
many changes and (4' new directiiwts. It
saw a naillor reappraisal of our long-term
strategic programmes. re-shaping and
integrating diem more ei rise lv with
ectult tgc and envircInmental
M out new- setting within the NERC
Centre For Ecology and I lydrology.
Wwking with colleagues [tom three
sister institutes and \Nall &sir Pre,gfilITIllle
Review Groups. greater emphasis is
being given to multidisciplinary
tollabonition in core NERChunded
activities. Itlentil'ying priorities, re-
allocating resources and completing past
commitments take; talle 11111 Will
done by the end ol .1996/97, will result
in a large,- role for this Institute in four
GEE! pnigranwries:  Soil  and  Soil'
'egetalif-01 illtOPCICli011S. all eXpUrlding
rban EnUirrAtilleill programme,
IlinetherS10- Pfpliltilio!I PrOCCXQ's
research and in  :Radical  scrdies. Our
Chid etAleagues will work mire closely
with us in tour Programmes which have
been cornerstones of our past suktegic
activities —  bold t'se Science.
FreSbIlmer Ra•totireVS:Within
Enlittnitreolal kNlas CII tel lintnine ECOlaS
rese;trCh and in  Global Oiallge
This annual report presents the work of
the year rather dilterokly PI:in in the
past. We atterill)t to pnwide
commentary i ill some conto tit-RA-iffy
isSlies Whieh we expect to be cenMli
our role within the CHI tamme
Areas. -litse are:
• lidos • ound conipetition for
sea tirr [VSL'arell!MO processes
governing uptake of water by
LalllIpeting rottc .systems:
• -Hie vulnerability of groundwater-
fed riN et systems in hmland
and We expallsaal of our
catchment research into
permeable areas-.
• I it e c•hallenge of developing
integrated water quality Models TO
aid environmental management at
(-akin/lent or basin scale;
• 1nvemigations into the role of
snow and permafrost in global
climate procest,es, extending our
Iwet-seas work hYnn tropical  and
and Itad als tra the Arcaka
 
int litt sing importance of the
socio-ecc monde diulension ill Off
work, especially as this relates to
water. urbanisation and health.
As I %re also giVu brief details of
key pniiects from our current portfolio
of research. with contact names should
the reader wish to receive more
information on work neating
conipletion.
It seems rinlely1-0 VOVide special
comment on die 1995/96 drought and
HHSTI HuF  ci  H kcif
we do so in the context id the
Envinynmental Risks pod/J.:mime. the
K experienced the I(6.,k61
summer raintall sequence in MI de than
2n9 years. This is set IX ithin the
wknnest I2-momh period (Octol)ef
199a — October 19051 in the 33Td,ear
lenwterature series ii it central lingland.
Ili and British i eological Rurvey stall
Iron the National River Flow and
Gnamdwater an:likes here at
Wathilgford mapped the drought and
commented co its ptogress thiough
monthly summaries; intended to guide
water management policy initiatives
ancl increase public awareness. Details
of this service can be lound on the
Workl Wide Welk liltpdbv \vwd
droughLwatch.land.
Drought in the I. h. cm: pressures
on \cater supply and distillanion
systems. Staves IC) highhgla till ismie of
gross ing global iTgnilicame: List alating
problems of water si art ity. allotation
imd ite. It seems ;whinII-4Lnc to
comment liere on one special aspect of
such  tescurch hpIkko Heiwpdts
FRIENI) (How Regimes from
International Experimental :1:1(1
M.-mid. Data I is ;Iraqi( shadily., nt A \
and CalallIela dalti lii itil IeSCala h
basills and national networks and
exPnn-in,R knOw-lulw belviCPP P,ffiners
to imp-cwt.* hydrological design to
arrive quickly at bener assessments ol
dnaught and wkter resources for
improved laasin management.
Director's Introduction
The fitst EMEND project was instigated
by IH in 1985 with initial collaboration
with scientists from 13 European
countries. This has now grown to a
network of more than 50 organisations
in 22 nonhern European cnuntries
Three more EMEND networks have
been established during the year —
Alpine and Mediterranean, Southern
Africa and Central/Western Africa —
whilst Ill staff were involved in
planning a funher three. in South
Amerita, the I hmalayan Hindukush
and in South East Asia.
The motivation for FRIEND, and
indeed usSUCCelis, NM in realisation
that all accessible surface water ninoff
will be committed world-wide within
the opening decades of the next
millennium Physical and
environmental issues simply have to be
shared internationally in order that
kical economic, political. social and
institutional factors can be integrated
within sound water policy. EMEND is a
major component of the UNESCO
International Hydrological Programme
and was designatedPr Ojell I I of
WA* in 1995.
1995/96 saw the Institute deeply
involved in many aspects of flood
research. 1995 may have finished with
drought but it began with a second
major flood event within two years on
the Meow and Rhine rivers. This
enrresponded with the stan of a 41.5
million programme initiated by MALT
aimed at developing new
generalisations of rainfall and flood
frequency estimation for the VK
For the hydrological researcher.
estimation of extremes continues to set
rich scientific challenges. particularly
against the badrop of potential
climate change With parallel research
into real-time flood forecasting, the use
of weather radar and exploitation of
our hydrol0gical digital terrain model
m ficxxl modelling, the occurrence of a
rarely observal event seems set to
encourage participation in floods
research Jens% the Community
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Another lealat of the year was the
great strengthening of our links within
aim and also with Europe We were
successful in nine new bias into the
Agricul eeee and Environment
programmes of Ell Framework IV We
played a major role in the
establishment of a European network
of freshwater research organisations
(EurAqui). began working with the
European Environment Agency. and
contributed to ALTENER and LIFE
programmes Freshwater sciences are
increasingly prominent in thr
European wsearch arena and the year
saw the emergence of a special
initiative — the European Task Force
on Watel, III will contribute to setting
priorities. both by working with the VK
water industry in a -mirror group' and
through the EurAqua network
1995/96 was a year of significant
changes in our relationships with
public and government depanments in
the IfK The National Rivers Authority
ceased to exist and we began working
with the new Environment Agency.
aligning elements of our core and
European research activities with Sues
of strategic importance to dwir mission.
Progns concerning enhanced love flow
estimation and ecologically acceptable
river flows were begun and the Agency
commissioned studies on rainfall
frequency within the framework of the
MAFF Hood Estimation Handbook
project.
Research for the Overseas
Development Administration, our
largest external nistomer, has Inun to
involve far greater emphasis on water
resourcesIssUes. Water has growing
importance in the tlK overseas aid
mission. Contracts relating to water
resources and sediment problems in
the lfimalaya. regional groundwater
recharge in semi-and areas, and
improved water resources assemment •
methodologieswere won in Open
competition duough the OIM TDR
programmes.
IH comnbutions to the NERC TIGER
and LOIS Thematic Programmes
reached their peak during the year
LOIS hasWen the collection and
collation of an unparalleled wealth of
water quality information covering
decadal time %CAS for the east coast
rivers from Berwick to the Humber.
Diffuse inputs. point sources and in-
rwer processes have been studied to
evaluate the effects of different
scenarios of change across a range of
nual and urban catchments draining
into the North Sea.A modelling
stnicture is now in place and has been
tested on flow and nitrate actress 11
Yorkshire catchments The ability to
scale up from these relatively small
units to the whole LOIS area (59200
luni) using digital base data is one of
the important achievements of the
year. Formulation of model
components is proceeding for other
determinanck notably carbon,
pesticides and sediments.
We not only have a research role in the
rivers element of LOIS but we are also
(barged with responsibility for one of
the main end-products of the Land
Ocean Interaction Study: publication of
a CD-ROM containing all the research
data front five separate disciplines.
Managing the LOIS Datacentre and
planning the CD-ROM is the most
ambitious data manipulation by NERC.
At its core sits the Ili Water
Information System ('IS) now being
tested way beyond its original design
concepts to form a single harmonised
and integrated database. For the
operation of die data centre and the
designers of the CD-ROM, the
challenge is lo overcome the problem
that each discipline collects, processes,
stores and uses its data differently.
Success will mean that a user studying
the movement of. say, nitrate, will be
able to extract data for groundwater.
fivas,ttlaries. coastal waters and the
atmosphere without having to move
through five different data systems. I
have to recognise that the risk of
failure to deliver the CD-ROM as a
single system is real. The problems are
not insurmountable but too little
funding is yet becoming available to
advance environmental information
technology (MT). Promoting and
publishing the raw material of research
— the data — is far more costly than
publication of the results of research.
It Is, neverthekss, a most cost-effective
step and a form of partnership able to
transform research and teaching way
beyond the community charged with
ns initial capture. E1T research thrived
at in 1995: to flourish a needs better
support and larger investment
NERC Thematic programmes and small
scale Special Topic research can
involve panwspation of many different
disciplines from across the whole of
academia, the user communities and
ltnn,asingly the Research Council
structure. ft is clear that such
collaborative research has begun to
permeate most of our activities. In
1995/96,100 Projects (33% of the IH
research portfolio) involved
partnerships with researchers from
other organisations. Twenty-three
different projects had co-funding either
in partnership with NERC or through
consortia from public and private
sectors. Long gone are the days of a
back-room boffin. project management
and business administration skills are
essential tools for the modem research
hydrologist
We arc also seeing a signifwant
increase in formal training. Currently.
there are five in-house post-graduate
placements, 25 CASE studentships. two
Mk  placements and eightWre IH staff
registered for higher degrees. We
continue also to encourage under-
graduate Sandwich Course placements
and ten studtmts have spent the year
working with us
Over and above the many internal
changes and external reorganisations
that took place this year. there was
great encouragement to prepareDM
avenues of research and  to  seek
funding via the manyCompetitive
initiatives that emerged following the
1993 White Paper Realising our
potemstand through the national
Technology Foresight Programme.
For fit with over 60% of work from
userfunded contracts, a was a period
of untie:attested activity beyond the
wain function of research Malty. The
year was particularly complicated, with
some 76 projects involvingCWCfsCas
work and I wish to word my
appreciation of the long hours spent
by many staff in meeting the
obligations I placed upon them.
Nevertheless, they maintained our
prime research output through 146
refereed papers and conference
proceedings; 127 research reports were
delivered to users, III staff authored
three hooks, edited a further eight
contributed 19 chapters in other hooks
and delivered over 70 lectures/
seminars to universities.
Again I must record my thanks to all
staff for their high Iced of perfornunce
against a background of emcalating
change and of increased expectations
on them. Performance, dedication and
quality of work do not seem to have
hem too badly affected by the Prior
Options review and the continuing
uncertainty over its outcome. Indeed
postponement of any rebuilding at the
NERC Wallingford site. pending Prior
Options recommendations, has had a
greater impact on morale.
Accommodation pressures continue to
be 3 constraint on the efficiency of this
Institute.
In touching on staff matters. a is with
deep sadness that I have to record the
untimely death of Mrs T K Jones who
worked in catchment and floods
research. The way in which Tanya
organised her work and her life with
husband and two young children as
she battled against cancer was
inspirational
Director's Introduction
Finally. I must record that Dr Jim
Wallace replaces me as Director on my
retirement in November 1996. He has
led process research at IH over  the
past threeWall 311d is a physkig with
exceptional dedication and
determination to the delivery of
excellence in hydrological tesearch.
The Institute will be in good hands
under his leadershiri and I wish him
and all staff great success and fortune
as the emerging changes consolidate
and the future of  Ill heroines certain.
Tony Dobnoy, Director
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SOIL AND SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Success in
implementing
agroforestry will
only be improved if
the processes
controlling the
partitioning of
resources are
understood
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Pressures on resources to provide for the needs of
expanding populations means looking bard at
alternative land-use systems. Agroforestry is often
promoted  as an attractive way of  meeting rising
demands forfood andfuel without causing degradation
of resources and losses in productivity.
Agroforestry: plants
working together
To be successful, both trees and crops
in agroforestry systems ideally need to
use water, light and nutrients at separate
tiIn  es or from separate sources. Without
such spatial or temporal complement-
anty, competition for resources may
limit the productivity of either trees or
Cri  TS, or both. This could reduce the
acceptance of the system by local land
users and enhance the risk of
environmental degradation.
Studies have been established w th
ICRAF (International Centre for
Reseah in AgrofOrestly  I  tO investigate
alxWe- and below-ground interactions
between Creeillea robusto and crops in
cropp(n„
Ilachoku< »chi SICIIkM. Keilya
agiofc --stry system at the Mac takos
field station in Kenya (see below).
Water  balance and  above-
ground  interactions
A central question is: does
intercropping woody and non-woody
plants increase Kind I ta ryestable
produce by making more effective use
of rainfall? "Mere are a number of ways
in whWil agroforestry systems could use
water more efficiently [Iran
monocultures but a clear picture of how
this actually happens can only he
()lab i ned thrcaigh a Coln prchensive
water bala nee SUIdy. Considerable
progress has been made in quantifying
1 we
integral pan- Of a um wilt and viela.1
model. In particular. to evaluate the
modhanlsms lay ..51fich agrokaragm
tasLitaitig lard cm make
Hatter t.ae of rairibll and hence infirssise
ii nutiszure rileast i rontaus
single crops do not use all tht available
koilinoisture and that more water is
used lw trees grown al:me, but that the
greatest water use is be a combined
tree crop mly.ture. Surface soil gal er
measummenm made using the
Time Domain Rellecirometro tal•DR)
technique rextalecl ciyminliC change
water content in the upper lay Cl>
soil. The spatial arrangement of these
within the tree plots show great
viniability in the wetting ;Ind drying at
different locations, primarily induenced
by proximity to the frees. Rainfall inputs
at the sod surface are reduced Iw the
presence ot the tree caradfy I icii this is
ciimpensated ICJ Saine extent lw
stemflow which prefeientially wets the
soil area immeditaely next a, the nee
Winks. Subsequent re-evaporatiori (s17
siirlce soil water ik dilferent near to
anti far from the tree trunks.
Before agroforestry systems Din elatin to
increase the productive use :if rainfall
they have to compensate Iv w the loss of
rainfall by interception and evaporation
Mom the tree canopy. In our studies in
Kenya we find that wheio trees give
.-50% ground cover the it itercmaitai loss
is between 11 and hi% of saint:fill.
I lowever, although a tree canopy may
suppress crop interceidion lt tss. il scents
likely that the net effect wili Ife
significant increase in tidal inlereeptinn
loss which needs to be offset by savings
in other parts of the water balance if
agn fforestry systems fire to make better
use of ntinfall.
One such possibility is in soil
evaporation. The dam collectec in the
SOIL AND SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
tcatreot tk ut, :sate
expokevi soil recactcttt:aictnlv
applfigf r1fr tile hrs., Lo tit ',fa after rain:
ovei i clteet put-a-ids. g Mare eva pdlrati lin
is finntr filed it., the id deaulic propeuies
of llne kurface coif, the autnalative los-a
raws man exooseti and c
tend to convendo huk, Me net effect{ tf
canon'', single on km! evaporation
during a get keaqin depend-, on the
frequency and antinull of rainfall. A
simple simulation mode/ shows that
there is u saving in water equivalent to
about 5`1.. id rainfall.
A further :mist a .11 htid
constivant Ito agnito icl
regions is Ifel: us -griamcl competition for
%cater.Few dentiled stildies have yet
been made or die pro(.essesgoverning
uptake ol water by competing root
systems in agroftwestry. The first
objective ill Olt' fOof salidies is to define
tile Spatial distribution and seasonal
clynamics of roots in the experimental
G. co/watt-eh system. A madiLit
Coring niethfid vottsUsed to obtain
samples of soil in discrete layers from
which tree and cad) rtiots were
carefully separateil and root length]
densities were eslinialted Using a
CiOniptilerisecl seannirig device. Roca
length densities clerived in this way
from coring at the time of anthesis
the maize :luring die short rains of 1995
are slit iwn below. Root lengths of both
maize and G. nibusla declined
appniximately exponentially with soil
Changes in n hag- en t 1) tel I/stilt an r
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depth. There was little ca fiat ion in
root lengths of Ole trees with distance
from the trunk, in either the crop-
plLis-tree or tree-tally plots,
suggesting that the trees were
exploiting uniformly all available
space in the plots. Root lengtlts of
maize were highest close to the crop
row and expansion ot root length
appears to have been suppressed by
the trees in the crop-plusttree
treatment, pnilmbly catRed I w water
uptake by the trees making the soil
mudi drier.
Seasonal dynamics
The seasonal dynamics of root
growth are being itivestigtited by
Trees pruned
13 Mar 20 Mar 27 Mar 3 Apr 10 Apr 17 Apr
CoMpariStUt qf  daily potential  and  mediltred eraporation at the base  qf  a tree in a
crop-Nits-tree aipenitten (eel »lot
supplementing into' ion from coring
by viewing the appearance and
disappearance of nags directly in the sod
with a minirhizotum set up and
developed at Ill (see opposite page).
This enables changes in root lengths to
be assessed over shiirter time periods
than is possible hy soil coring.
Further studies will investigate root
tunetit >rang and it!, relationship with
position in the soil. 'I'he information will
be inccirportaed into inodeis of water
Uptake trom so il twcapied by roots of
more than one spedes. The root uptake
model will be a key component in a
combined growth and water use model:
to act as a 1.rantework in whiat
place existing infonuation rtn treet
crop interactions and to identity key
areas of uncertain
to serve as a Lied:SitRI-ma kt ng tool for
evaluating new agroforestry options
to assessthe impact of climatic shifts
and tither land management impacts
On pa/lick:gar agroforestry systems.
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SOIL AND SOIL-VEGETAT1ON INTERACTIONS
Measuring soil water potentials of
less than —1 bar. is
ciillaborating with Imperial Cullege,
London, to develop the field use of
al ntwel tensiometer invented by Dr
A Ridley of the Department of Civil
Engineering. Until now, the device
has been mainly used in
lahoratory-based soil mechanics
applications. If it can be adapted to
hydrological studies, it could
revolutionise investigations in
situations where the soil dries
beyond the range of conventional
tensiometers.
Conta ct  De C per
Soil water extraction by trees
Studies at Hosakote in India have
now proved beyond doubt that
Eucalyptus trees have the ability to
extend their roots down at least
2.5 In per year to obtain water and
nutrients.
Eucediptw plot. Hosakole. Wherenerill'oll
probe accasw lobes were installed bqlbm
lbe sqplings were planted
This has important water resource
implications where these trees are
planted, and highlights the
importance of ensuring that soil
moisture measurements extend
beyond the rooting depth of the
vegetation type being studied.
Contact- Ian Cnlder
1995/96 highlights
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FRESHWATER RESOURCES
A water resources
action plan is being
developed to mitigate
the degradation of
European catchments
caused by the over-
exploitation of
groundwater
resources
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The vulnerability of groundwaterfed river systems in
lowland Britain to reduced recharge was highlighted
during t be 1988-92 drought. Tbe sustainable hydro-
ecological management of tbese systems requires more
equitable solutions to resolve corglicts between land use,
water resources development and protection of the river
ecology.
Strategic research in
lowland permeable
catchments
There is a growing awmeraiss
throughout Europe M the damaging
economic and ecological (onsecmcmces
resulting &mu the o•er exploitation of
water resources in groundwater fed
catchment. such as falling water
tables. dne•up rivers and degraded
wetlanas The sustainable management
of these symems will require a more
integratedappioach at the catchment
male to iesifive particular hydrological.
ecological and socio-economic Issues.
A crucial pan of the work of Ill is to
develop strategic hydrological reach
to address these problems. In the UK.
tlw Chalk aquifer and its drainage
symem isofpanicular concern. since
this is an imponam source of public
water supply but susceptible to
polio:on and groundwater over-
abstraction in its inecrop area
A three year EU Mnded project led by
Ili in collaboration with six other
European partners began in March
1996 to develop a deasion-making
framework tw water resources
management p:anning to combat the
adverse effects of over exploitation.
This project. Groundwater and rwer
Resources Acton Programme on a
European Scale (GRAPES). wib focus
on the Rosa Pang. a Chalk catchment
in the West Berkshire Downs. as one
of three case study catchntents
Europe Key work mickages include
database collation and analysis of
hydrological data. hydrological
modelling. catchment management
planning and a guidance manual for
water resources planners throughout
Europe.
The Pang catchment is also being used
as a pilot study area for a study
cimumssioned by the European
Space Agenty into Me sturalglity of
low resolution (150m-lkm) mew •
aperture radar products (which may
become available from future
a)
A
25% if-1-1
70P
_c
E. 25%
a)
Oi
CC 25% 100/ (FC3 3)
25% 5% _,is(FC4 -c.4)
:Drainage Flux
go )ther aerate
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measurements or sod moisture deticits
more closely than other models in
current use. it uses daily time-steps
and calculates taotential evaporation
(PEI lama MORECE data or from the
Penman-Monteith equation. Already
this model has been used to prepare a
series of nomographs that allow annual
recharge ica be readily estimated front
haloes of annual rainfall and MORECS
annual PE. taking into account rile
main kind coyeni of the Penuo-Trias
and by-pass flow i ti the unsrallhated
zone of the Chalk.
The establishment of a lowland
permeable catchment: research facility
to address strategic issues hots been
identified as a high priority within the
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work being undertaken in the Pang
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round-anon lor Unmet progiammes
integrated. multi-disciplinary research
to investigate the piamesses governing
rechauge. contanainant transport. and
the matador intentchon between
groundwater-MCI:ere water systems find
4trettm ecology in Chalk catchments.
Steps are now being taken to establish
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FRESHWATER RESOURCES
le )1 0(01-/-
such a !facility and to highlight e ie
research issues that imUlld be or
particular benefit to the Environment
Agency. water utilitires and
consul-Winton gultaak Examples include
the respialse of the Chalk system to
the extremes til droughts and floods.
the impact orclimate and kind use
eltange and the development of
integrated ecological. water ootality and
physical habitat models of Chalk rivers.
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Lebanese Hydrometry (for Li tan i
River Authority and British
Partnership Sch Advice on
rehabilitating river flow monitoring
and data pmcessing facilities tor
the Lebanon, pl US provision of
computer database software and
assistance with publication of a
national hydrological databook.
On IWO:  Kevin ,Sene
Combining hydraulic design and
environmental impact
assessment for flood defence
schemes for MAIT involved the
integration of the physical habitat
model PHABSIM with standard
hydraulic design models including
IIEG-RAS and The
PHABSIM software has also been
enhanced and further objective
techniques developed for the
Environment Agency to select
representative PHABSIM study
reaches.
PriuuurumaiaI. 11111111111imUy
a  average rainfall darnel will,
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Con et Craig
J'cl, arm, a?
Affinvgallg big statio ear Beirut
Natur nlised river flow records. The
development of a consistent
automated method has lwen
dm-eloped for the Environment
Agency's Anglian Region, initially
for assessment of the yield of the
Ely Ouse transfer scheme.
Coniace Arni .v Vol
European atlas of smaliscale
hydropower (for EU Altener
Programme). HyclrA, the software
implementation of i he atlas, has
been completed, providing a tool
to estimate low flows and
hydropower potential at any site
Spain and ihe
Conlacl: Ca Rees
Stochastic flow generation for
royalty assessment of the
Lesotho Hish lands Water
Project (f,ar Leso(ho Highland:.
Development Authority). Long-term
reservoir inflow se ries tor this
scheme were derived upon which
lo fix the royalty payments for
water transfers by the Republic of
South Africa 10 Lesodka An
innovative model was developed
which was capable of making best
use of SeateC and incomplete
rainfall and flow records.
Contact: Frank Farquharson
Estimation of renewable water
resources in the EU (for
Eurostat). Derivation of a well-
defined estimation method for
water resources that can be
compared with abstractkin ciata
get stress indicators reflecting
seasonal problems as well as
regional differences.
Contact- Gil Tff Rees
Modernisation of hydro-
meteorological observations in
Rajasthan, India (for Rajasthan
Irrigaticka Depanment, Funded by
World Bank), Design of improved
hydrological and meteorological
clata collection systems for the
342.000 hin2 State pi Rajasthan.
New river gar/ging stations,
autographic and daily raingaugcs.
and meteorological stations were
recommended, along with
improved cddipment, operational
and maintenance procedures, data
processing and storage and
substantial staff training. The
project also included real-time data
collection systems and the
preliminary design of flood
forecasting systems for two basins.
Contact:Jeremy Meigh
Groundwater management in
drought-prone areas of Africa.
A loinm orckeu (o
understand hvdrogooiogicai.
hydrolog:cal and socio-economic
aspecis of groundwater drought
and translate tins Mto gu!dellnet,
tor short- and long-term sir-ate:des
for groundwa[er management in
drought-prone areas using Malawi
and Ghana ac SsaSe studies.
Contact:  Toni  Andy
Artificial flood releases from
Mutonga and Grand Falls dams
Kenya (for Nippon Koei Ltd,
Japan, through the Natural
Resources Institute). The Tana
River, the largest in Kenya. already
has five hydropower darns, and
feasibility studies were undertaken
for two mow. ID looked at the
feasibility of making artificial flood
releases from these new dams to
nlaintain downstream flood spate
•ulture.
Contact: &a Farqubaison
Inspect) low gaugb
Rqlcuthan
plipment
FRESHWATER RESOURCES
jersey catchment study. A model to
predict tile hydrological response
of rhi.5 catclanem has been
calibrated and tested using three
years of { itserved streamflow and
soil moisture daD. Existing rakifall
and Penman es-aporazion figures
are now being used to predict 25-
year sequences of soil amisture
deficits, groundwater rechorge and
streamtlow to assess the long-term
effects of varying intensities of
groundwater abstraction.
Cmnact: Mailbew McCartney
Review of hydrological monitoring
in Palestine (for ODA). In
conjunction with BGS. the status ol
both surface and groundwater
monitoring systems in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip was assessed,
and recommendations made for
planning the future system to he
operated by the newly-esTablished
Palestinian Water Authority.
Contact Jeremy Alei3O
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Non-point sources
ulphate, nitrate.  pH,  metals,
major Ions, sediment
It larch» I (I
Historically, understanding the processes affecting
water quality has advanced as the result of
investigations into particular problems or issues. Such
detailed studies, focused on a small geographical region
or chemical determinand, are likely to continue both as
a practical means of solving problems and as a way of
developing a better understanding of the processes
controlling the quality of water in soils and rivers.
Water quality and
environmental
management
Stuclies in environmental hydrology
may conveniently be divided into
three categories that reflect the
physical scale and setting, the isstte
puddern, and the investigative
approadi or model framework. These
are the uplands, the lowlands and the
rivers theinselves,
rryspreadIng agrloultom r
Mainly non-point sources
As  uplands plus phosphates.
micro organtsms,  EColl
12 iNS1 C LIII . OF HYDUOLOGh ' N tide RFFORII I9c]s or,
174 pb.rsica se/
altUNIVSEMANItallitiatit
la0ustry
Point, sources
As  lowlands plus  0, SOD
L pi and stLithes fbells  011 small
headwater catchments and the current
relevant issues are acidification firm]
the deposition or I)xidesof nitrogen
and sulphur, and the eldects 01changes
in land use, espeeddly fonesny. It is
generally appropriate io use lumped or
semddistrHxited models,
The seale of interest in the lowlands
broadens ro encompass both neld-
basecl and large catchinent
1)ecomes the dominant lancl
use and most Wait T' (11.13hry issues
relate to rand use le g arable, pasture
and lorestr  ) cii land managenlent g.
the use of agroehemicalsd As the scale
of the study increasc, ,•70 does Ole need
for a partially of fully disTributed
appitach to modelling that recognises
, the hetelogenen  of the Laid-linen{
Within rivers. especially larger
point scuirces — industrial and sewage
treatment works discharges arid
abstractions nar Water supply —
assume greatest huporrance, and
Lenci tr. s sicrifile
being climate change.
All hydrochemical So Id IL
quality data to describe the water
quality and to enable investigation ala
tilt causes of problems and an
assessment of reinceltal meaifires
While amny geographical data :Sat:,
Flf S1/4,Cexist at a national scale, and are
available tor access and display within
geographical information systems, time
series data describing hydrochemical
properties or catchments are spatially
scarce and temporally coarse As a
consequence. collecting and collating
such data is a significant Cora ponent
many eminnlmental hydrttlogy studies.
The UK Acid Waters Monitoring
Network (AWAINt was established to
monitor acidification in upland areas
and to quantity long-term changes. A
comprehensive nve-year reviCM' was
recently completed, and this
anniversary has been marked b t
special issue of Fresbwaler Biology.
The hydrochernical data reveal trends
in increasing sulphate concentrations
in south-west &GU a ncl and north Wales
despite constant Stilplair deposition in
these areas. The data also reveal the
importance of nitrogen in surface
water acidification and str-engrh ens he
cases for the implementation of
controls on future nitrogen emissions.
As well as bein,t., cited to describe the
hydrochemistry ca the monitored sites,
the data have been used within the
lumped hydrochemical model MAGIC
(Nlodel of the Acidification of
Groundwater In Catchments) to
simmilate changes over time. This
model v-hich currently- represents
sulphate processes is being developed
to include nitrogen dynamics and again
:tad) ifirtacs ot
narvestang and repialarng on she,:
v. titer atia - trh ti vtetvtoidiearii •vitlta
lifist practice management stratifixies
lt.ifi  ...mired on tne Institifieifi
experimental cat chnic-ra:, at Plyn I In or
and builds on background
hydlochemieal studies undenah
the tifiHt. decade. Changra in water
chemisov- assrtriated with clear-felling
jifirts (Jf the Nafren taGest during the
mid to late 19806 are now complete,
rises Ill ti  al al eat s'UnCaran rations
and ducl ines in alkalinity and base.
canon leySt1S have now returned a)
hackground
Within the lowland environment, a
field-scale project on the movement of
solutes in soils showed that the
pathway followed by infiltrating
was crucial in determining the
concentrations and anlOunts tit
herbicide leaving the study site.
Rddging the upland-lowland dix
of catchment hydrochemistry haS latelat
the development of a hychodifimical
model to represent nitrate delivery into
iver systems at thc. catchment scale.
While earlier work led to the
developnient ofa distributed nitrare
catchnient model. for widespread
apPlication as part of the NERC Land
Ocean Interaction Study (LOISI to all
catchments between the Tweed and
HU mber estuaries tan area cC tAer
12 000 kavh it svat decided to ackipt a
POLLUTION ASSESSMENT  &  CONTROL
The e ip c t yfelear:Mlit1,1; 00/ (Irate contrail Itilions; e couipaason between the upper
[Tore (con mot blue) and the lower How hanested /985-88. green)
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simpler lumped approach. This is
based on hydrological response units
automatically defined from a digital
terrain model. in which flow routing is
performed on a 50 m grid and nitrogen
leaching estimawd from sod type and
land use
An exhaustive collation of mstream
water quality chta for the River Tweed
has been prepared. again as pan ol the
LOIS programme. Within the Tweed.
diffuse pollutants are nitrate. from
agriculture, and iron, derived from the
underlying geology. while copper has
industrial point sources, and zinc and
phosphorus come from both
agricultural and point sources.
The in-stwamwalla quality model
QUASAR (QUAlity Simulation Along
Rivers) developed at Ili and
considerably enhanced within LOIS,
provides a means of assessing such
data within the framework of a
process-based model. QUASAR
incorporates the degree of process
representation and spatial scale that is
consistent with available data and with
management requirements. It has been
applied to the Yorkshire Ouse rivet
system over a total river length of
almost 200 km which us represented by
69 model reaches with 39 tributanes.
19 discharges and five abstractions
The minimal resolution of  data
describing the inputs to the rivers rary
greatly. from 15 minutes for flow data
to no data at all for some of the
industrial discharges. This uncertainty
surrounding die quantification the
inputs predicates the use of a water
quality model of this type which, for
example, treats diffuse input at the
river bank as a point source at the
reach end. Simulations of existing
conditions show that QUASAR can
reproduce the characteristic of the
water chemistry both as nme series and
distributions.
Underpinning all studies of water
quality is an understanding and,  where
neces.saiy. representation. of the
movement of water in both soils and
river channels. It is the Row of water
from its  arrival as precipitation at the
soil or vegetation surface to as exit at
the catclunent outlet that transpons
pollutants, and indeed the presence or
altsence of water in the soil, or the
volume and velocity of flow in a
channel, can influence chemical
proceses.
The use of models is honked on the
basis of providing an integrated
framework within which the data can
be assembled, compared, validated and
used to investigate hydrological and
hydrochemical processes. However.
the benefits of modelling are much
wider since models may also be used
to interpolate and extrapolate. in both
space and tune and. most importantly.
to explore scenarico representing
possible future conditions. Recent
examples twins QUASAR include
asses.sments of strategtes for reduction
in power station emissions. treatment
options for acid mine-water discharges.
effects of climate change,and effects
ol land use change.
While such studies have provided an
effective problem solving approach to
environmental managemmt. there is a
growing recognition that a proactiVe
holistic approach is required and that
new tools are needed which move
beyond existing model stnictures. This
is now possible since expertise in. and
understanding of, modelling the
various compontmts of the whole
catchment system has rcached a stage
at which confidence in both the
procos representation and model
results is sufficient to allow integration
of  lutheno disparate elements
Funhermore, as such stand-akine
models develop In  sophistication it
becomes necessary for the model to
include more inputs and processes and
hence the domains of the models
begin to overlap. In addition. data
collection systems and data
management facilities are improving so
La borcurmr  experiment/  da
iseprundon lea ch Di,q tin ii, ao
unsaturated chalk column
that they cart provide all of the data
needed for such an integrated
apprOaCh.
The development of a fullyintegrated
catchment water quality model is still
many years away, but the nina I steps
htive already been taken as part of the
LOIS prognmime and lltntred
Qt ),\SAIZ. Three examples illustrate
how this irttegration will allow a far
greater range of scenarios LO be
explored:
• Climate change is likely to effect
changes in the quality and quantity
of catchment runofh which will
change the flow regime in rivers
and hence the physical and
chemical processes in the river
system. The result may well he a
change hi the tniphic state of the
river which will hnpact aquatic
biology.
• Changes in legEsi:'
diwharges tit USU.: t.:-L.7 •
:rcratmentWorkS
leaong opera:uN wi[11 1:1)6 upPF
ot incineration orc ilsac
:and. Land dtsprwaL !nay leau
increased pollution of OVCFSai
is essential Lna:only the most
statable sites should he u:sed.
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• Algal blooms in towkind rivers
during the sumnler rratntlas are
attrihmed to the combination of
hay flows and increased nutrient
concentrations. The strippMg of
phosphate at sewage treatment
works is one method of
apprtniching the problem. bur may
have little effect because of
continued. and increasing leaching
of phosphate from agriculitiral
land, and ihe release of phosphates
stored on river sediments.
In tia ese. and many other situations,
the effects can be investigated using a
integrated catchment water quality
mcidel. The scientific challenge of
providing a realistic, robust and useful
moclel to aid environmental manage-
ment represents the principal focus of
research for the coaling years.
I 995196 highlights
Herbicide degradation in aquifers
A reettal stlidy or pesticides in the
saturated and unsaturated zones of
aquifers has provkled
qtlantification Oi the rates of
degradation. A unexpeoed
Outcome \‘'as the discovery of a
previttus unknown baelenta
popufatitm in groundwater i H at had
the capacity to degrade the
herbicide isopatturon at a very
rapid rate.
Richard l?
Oestrogenic substances in rivers
Experiments have been carried out
to assess the rate ot I:tiodegradation
of oestrogenic substances in rivers.
Initial results fntin %stater samples
taken from the Thames using 1,t-
octyl phenol have shown
degradation rates with half-hves of
around 20 clays.
Andrew  Johnson
Bath hot springs — Analysis and
interpretation of flow and
lernperatUre data (for NRA, South
West Region). The potential effects
of mine clewatering on temperature
and flows of Bath hot springs were
assessed and the need for
addititmal monitoring identified.
Dick  Bratiftird
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Considerable skill is
necessary to
distinguish between
climate-induced
drought and water
resources stress
arising largely from
shortcomings in
water management
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Drought in the United Kingdom does not pose tbe threat
to lives and livelihoods tbat accompanies exceptional
rainfall deficiencies in many parts of the world.
Nonetheless, the impact of very unusual weather
conditions over the last decade bas provided a clear
demonstration of our  continuing  vulnerability to
hydrological extremes
Me 1995/96 drought
The seemingly endemic dttsodit
anatkwis which have Alkyd many
pans csf dw minty ova the 1e4eight
y•ars have attracted substantial public.
scientific and political interest They have
aim raised imponam questions regarthng
the resilience of existing miter
nunagement procedures and idocussed
attention on many of the issues at the
Swan of Itydrological restarcii — and its
practical application in the  It
The hydrological monitoring
programme
In  response to developing dmught
conditions through die winter of
POk89. the Institute and the !Wish
Geological Survey jointly minded a
hydndogkal monitoring programme on
behalf of the Derrannwm of the
Envuonment. The underlying objectives
are to guide water management policy
initiatives and to increase seiaddic and
public "mows.; of the mots involved.
A wide range of reference and spatial
infimitmon held on the National River
Him Archive unanuamed by III) and
the ;1/4111011:11(aroundwater Level Archive
(maintained by the British Geological
Survey) powide the historical
perspective within which the seventy of
contemporary drought episodes can be
assessed
The current drought
Following the very imitracted thought
conditions of I)48-92. a chaniatic
recovery in twer Rows and moundwater
Imels tesulted in the focus of hydro
logical concern shifting emphatically to
the risk of flooding over the wimets
1992193. 1993;94 and 199-05 On a
nationwide basis the latter was the
wettest on record for the It and with
reservoir, at capacity and aoundwater
leveis close to stational mamma in
almost all regtorts. the It appeared very
well placed to withstand any spring and
summer rainfall deficiency. However. the
frequency of Atlantic depressions
dtvlinal rapidly during March anda
nonhward extension of the Ants high
pressure cell baton to MIMI  MIN Mal
bearing frontal systems to the nonh -
and bring subtropkal ammasses across
the Brash Isles. This pasistent synoptic
pattern resulted in remarkably hot and
drx t taihtsms throtodemost of dn. late
spnng and summer. the aridity of
England and %desIS underlined by the
Apra-Ao, 'SOS
More that, 7oi) 133313.
331—
River flo•s cititl groundwater ieveis
geneiwIly relnlincd well within the
nonhal range through the spring ot 1995
but. by ),Iav. Ullprecedenryfd deinands —
.commonly associated with garden
watering — began to loveal weaknesses
in Tie water distribution network>. As
exceptional deinands continued thaiugh
the Sommer, reservoir stocks continued
to decline steeply and a mostly lOcalised
inability to ship sufficient water horn
treatment wants to tap was succeeded
lay a more general threat to water
resources. Sprinkler and hosepipe bans
spread rapidly across most of England
and by August restrictions affected
almost 20 million people.
A very wet interlude in September
arrested the diotighes progress lAlt 3 dry
and warm October — concluding the
warnlest 12-month sequence in the 337-
year central England temperature Serieti
— heralded 3 second phase 31 the
drought's development. Particairly
severe drought conditions developed hi
the southern Pennines and tankering of
water was required to maintain supplies
in pans of West Yorkshire. Reservoirs
failed to fill over the 1995/96 winter in
many regions and, with evaywation
rates acceleratillg though !Ile spring,
stacks were generally in decline by early
May. Followillg a Wel. ['elm  taly the
drought reintensified and by late slimmer
large rainfall deficiencies extended acioss
much of Britain, For England and Wales
as a whole. the April_ 1995-july 1996
rainfall Vaal was around 25% below
average; the only drier 16-month
sequences in the 230-year national
mint:all series occurred during the
droughts of 1975/76 and ISH-4/85 (the
1933292 drought achieved a similar
intensity). Entering tile a ut, it till Inany,
rrh)stly eastern, rivers had registered
below average monthly ilows for well
over a year and the sustained decline
baseflows resulted in the extreme 1976
minima being eclipsed in some eastern
StodeS M,SCV1'011; it  o ed /R/g/r.
Chalk rivers. linver temperatures and
relatively modemte water detnand —
compared with 1995 — helped consen-e
reseiwiir stocks thia)ugli the SUrfailer of
1996 hut with groundwater levels much
lower than a year before — and
establishing new minimum levels in pans
of nonh Wales and northern England —
the water rest)Urces outits)k remained
hugile over wide areas entering the
autumn of 1996.
The recent  past
Notwithstanding the recent nottble
drought episodes, rainfall [wer BrilSain
fir the 1990s thus far is very close to
the long term average. The severe stress
on our water resources and river
systems is attributable to the very
atypical spatial and temporal.
distribution of the rainfall —
exacerbated by the very high
elagiorati( in losses resultbig from the
exceptionally mild conditions. Taken
w)gether, the las! 25 years have seen an
accentuation in the north-west/south-
east rainfall gradient across the British
Isles and a tendency towards a more
distinct partitioning of rainfall between
the winter and steamer half years.
Importantly. the recent pasi has seen a
cluster of hot. dry spring/summers (see
figure below) fair which there is  no
close modern parallel. This clustering
raises the possibility that the level of
risk adopted lay the water inclt3aly —
though vindicated during the droughts
ol 1976 and 1984 — may no longer he
appropriate. This possibility is given
added credibility by the 1-iroad, but
9
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inco[nplete, agreement between recent
conditions and a number of Favoured
climate cliange scenarios.
The tiecessarily teiilative nature ol
clitnate elmnge scenarios at the national
and regirmal scales. and tile inherent
variability of !he llk climate, imply that
any short term pernni,,alkin in our
weather patterns needs to be Routed
with caution. However. recent
hydrological conditions in the UK are
undoubtedly close to the exneme range
of histodcal varialaility. This, allied to the
unprecedented Water demands in recent
strnmrem, the heightened cxmcein for the
aquatic environment and, perhat ps. a
changing aturtide to voluntary restraints
on water use in the privatised world.
means that the water industry faces \Tom
considerable challenges as we approach
100
90
80 • .
70 -
oer-
a) 600)
a) 50
20
10
0
-2.0
the 21st century. Fortunately. careful
documentation and analysis of current
hydrological condition, and their impact
on both water resnurc011 ancl the aquatic
environment ;Ire onNiding 1101111111410.
insighta into the type of problems likely
to be enculaitered in a warmer world;
these insights will help shape the
devel<Tntent of more effective waler
nlitnagement strategies should hitherto
rare weather conditions become ratller
more familiar in the Raure.
Hydrological Summaries) Copies arc
available through [he National Water
Archive Office, Institute of
I gy. Tile text ofthe reports
can be found on the World Wide
Web: httpi/www.nwl.ac.uk/
-nrfadata.Tront_nw.html
Duration (days)
- 60
• 120
240
1995
Return period (years)
[kw , frequency diagram  ibr  Rilyr Whaife
Floodproducing rainfall; (for
MAW). Rainfall events associated
with recent damaging UK floucks
were investigated. with the aid of
weather radar images. and the
rainfall characteristics compared
with the &sign values currently
used in the Flood Studies Report
minfaff-runoff method of flint
estimation
Omuta  Amcan Faulkner
Trend in flood occurrences (lot
MAFE DANI. Smash Office). As
rart or reticant on:Salts*: flood
frequency estimation. UK flood
series have been tested for non
sratamary &ens
Chnrau  Alice !Munn
long  range  smdy of water supply
and demand in Europe (tor Eli-
Forward Studies Uric) to assess
trends ha been extrapolated to
provide forecastsfor the year 2025
Contact Guyn Rees
European Topic Centre for Inland
Waters (European Enviomment
Agency) III has contributed to the
multi-annual wodc programme of
the EPA by providing an assesiownt
of hydrometric methods at Europe
leading to the tkvelopmcmt of a
pan-Europran water moratoong
network.
Onnart Gyan &vs
Environmental monitoring in the
Aral Sea basin (for the UK Know
How Fundk Assistance to the Ewe
countrio of Central Asia in the Aral
Sea basin Karakhstan,
Kryg)istan. Taakistan. Turkmenistan
and Uzbelckstan — in restoring
computer facilities for prim-sung
hydrontetrw data Provision of
training *courses in eat country and
at a regtonal workshop
ankra- Mwo Sow
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In winter snow covers over 50%  of  the land surface  of
tbe northern hemisphere. Permafrost underlies about
25%  of  the global land surface. It is not surprising,
therefore, that snow and permafrost play a
fundamental role ix global climate and hydrology.
Arctic climate and
hydrology
Snow radically alters the proportion of
light reflected from the land surface
(what is known as a change in albedit)
and its roughness. These two factors
change die amount of StIfface energy
available for the exchanste of water
vapour into the atmosphere.
profoundly altering the local attune
and large scale circulation patterns.
Snow-melt is a major onnpment of
many northern rivers The freshwater
inflows into the Arctic Ocean affect sea
ice formation and ocean circulations.
The permafrou impedes drainage
causing much watalowing in high
latitudes The permafrost also locks up
considerable carbon deposits- it Ls
estimated that at kust one third of
worlds soil calbon occurs in
panufrast affected regions.
The response of Arctic regions to
possible climate warming Ls largely
. —unknown. What we tki know is that
there ts a strong positive feedback to
global %sunning associated with
clanging snow covet, broadly
speaking well described in the variotts
glolval circulation models However.
the Interactions between forest cover
and snow. permafrost antl the
respons• of the carbon atoils to global
warming are poorly understood
Whatever the response of the stored
sod turban to global change there will
be links with the hydrology. Global
warming in the Arctic is likely to
increase the depth of the active sod
layer above the pernufnna and
increased temperatures will accelerate
flies of decomptuitton in lids layer.
both pnwesses will lead to the release
of weenhause gases. In Alaska. areas
winch have historically been carlitm
sinks have become turbon sources
following increases in summer
temperature of 31: in the last two
decades. Whether decomposition
produces carbon dioxide or mt/hane
win  depend on the extent of
waterlogging. It ts also ixtssible that  
the Arctic flora will evolve ways of
reversing this efflux but ths will
depend on the Water and nutrient
atIlitig Pro
tr.
tee !Hicks.
fhe instituk.
()
 99 tite In,rdlute has
ement cirki
T understand
These
c. been
the fluxes Oil
water vap( alto\ c anal belos( a tag M
LUeellt-nl ',He'll Ill Canada and liver
tnnicn lake. at( pan :ii the am:intuitin d
HORliAttid experiment. 'him
nicastnements shin% that WILLlareq
maintains a hay -31N:do. even when
scum I, {{{. {{Ted, :And date{ ,{{{{{{{{ irbs
stonsiderahly more radiation than was
psi-sitar* thought. When the snow is
ing on the campy the evaporation
rates WV Illrgul hat Ihe 511015 IS
(IN We &West note it is effectively
is( tlatol from the main energy
exchanges. el aperation rates arc low
and die radiation input is cc an (tried
into sensible heat
In contrast. civet die stanNwoverecl
lake the alhedc is high and therefore
thu net ladiatiort is small or negative:
evaporation rates are generally smith
and there is a negatis c (downward)
flow ol sensilde heat. There is gist('
evidence tot a strung intertmion
between The lake the barst
through mesoseale cit rrk Hpherie
eirculatains.
1 he forest claht are lIving utsyn
daisclop a model of snow intern eption
and melt. litis is the find lime a
calibrated naodel of this inTortant
pnwess has heen ctinstructes1
ON erall data set is also being used ht
validate a I-nestcede tut kkil itt LIIC
lake MR-rat:Dins fl his will he an
ants ahum contOlaution to the
desx ription olf the kinial forest tnosate
rho her north (at sw -N) tile institute has
initiated a study of htan, water and
carbon buices based at the NERD Arctic
'BOReal Lei 15 rs Li_il At niuspla nr Stu
ci
Ka/70
Researe n. Nv-Alesund. in
Ss alhord. The surface fluxes of heat.
water eaptiur and carbon CHI/Nick" are
lacing measured using eddy correlation.
Supporting measurements include:
snow depth and density. permafrost
depth. soil moisture, surface runoff and
climate. During the 1995 season (June
thniugh to August) the (fumed:tine
ecapclrati011 V las Stkb: more than the
rainfall (see helm\ I. Just under one-
half of the net radiation (sas used for
egaponition and during the same
peritid the pennatrost melted doss n to
0.; in. The diAing of the soil is largely
1,A direct soil evaporation. Thu arctic
‘legelLIII011. consisting mostly ot
•ot slat:Ties. have shallsm roots and
250 -
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g 50
z
0 ,---st=at
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(:1111111(ati,
rdie
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slonnter periocl a Ny9llesucki
WeialT /6,10' tl't Frieze,. fr
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GLOBAL CHANGE
Eddy correlation equipoier a used dbr
neasa ig calton dioxide and owlee
napowdluxes at Ny-Alesioui
rapidly cease to transpire as die
surface layer dries: itilosses become
inactive when dry. The data fig. 1995
suggest a small net uptake of carhon
over the season (see diagram below).
During 1996 CO2 Fluxes will be
measured (iver a complete season. In
addition, chamber meilsurements arc
lacing made, in a collabouttion with
die Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
(Bush), These measurements will
allmv the separation of CO2 tiluxes
from ihe soil and vegetaiiiin and give
the first estimants of methane fluxes
from this area. Htlitis collaboration is
being enabled hy a recently won Eli
contract the Lancl Arctic Physical
Processes (LAPP) programme, which
will operate measurement sites in
cti
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Svalbard, Northern Finland and
Greenland thus allowing the
generalisation of the measurements
over northern Europe. The data will
be used to develop and calibrate land
surface schenies of hydrological and
climate models,
Ati welt as being part Of a Itmope:in
programme this arctic initiarive can he
seen in a larger inrernatiiinal
perspective. Institute staff are in vi ilved
in the planning of IGBF sponsored
isectii experinlen is in Siberia a
Scandinavia and. a propriserl tundra
land surface experiment. lie data
taken by die current programmes will
provide :a valuable input to the
planning of these new international
experiments.
Net respiration
1 Sep
hi mallow/ (hiring lire slimmer old 995. Vegetal/WI
rbini dioxide, unite the sod isprincOally a sonran
Impact of climate change on
hydrological regimes -rod water
resources in the European
Community. sitsbing ruto:b
Under current. and CHMIU:' CilAngC
conditions. by applying rturtlatit and
potential evapotairion
\kJ, Ry,mteni
Stand alone dual gas eddy
correlation system. Tl clitse
association Kenveen transpiration
and photc,synthg-im  Hits  fition
interest in Oar budgets :Hui their
hnk ro climate change, is creating a
strong ciemanci for instruments able
to measure bt tilt water gap: r and
CO: in the atmospiicre. Rased on
Ill's well-known  fl,ilra St:stunt. this
new instrument :levy:hi-Jinni-it will
not only measure f Sfzflus hut alu,
incorporate a 3-I) anemometer to
make it more suitahle For hilly
terrain.
Two systems, using a commercially
availahie closed-path inn:bred gas
analy,,er, have been used
successfully in the Vetic tind over
the Amazonian forest. Elm nog
device is expected to be
signilkandy cheaper than existing
systems and capable er running
unattended for Up LO IWO V, eck,,
Ceo(na: 1)w,u1 Alc:Veil
Results from ABRACOS T.
efiests til An-Liz:mum dt-Mres:ation
and hi tu it •ight abet t
climatology hydrology and
ecology of the region
GLOBAL CHANGE
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It is in towns and
cities where most of
us will live and work
in the next century,
where the most
pollution will be
generated and most
of the natural
resources consumed
The callfor sustainable development made in Agenda 21
was not simply belated recognition of the importance
of environmental issues so central to Research Council
science. The world now realises that sustainability must
also include a new concept of economic growth which
provides for fairness and opportunity for till without
destroying the world's nature resources and without
fitrther compromising the carrying capacity of the globe.
Water and man
lydnalogical scientists Ilacr akva‘s
undetsmod the  Ct(t tnt)Etiic clititctisioti a.,
tme sustainabilitv: our
commissioned re+ettrch
problems relating to new water
resources, Fit tod rtskt, urktnisation.
and impnA td crop \valet use. all
designed to iIlaXitttiSe resources The
it \‘' challenges pro\ ideal 1-) . thc
integrating science programme help lIS
10 build on this cttengtlt. to comhine
ith other rekned disciplines and add
the crucial dimension of kocio-
economics to match our a:scarab
irmly with the needs of the time a ben
&tFit-esC.11',11 needs to he je (I:4e (I a;
wealth-creatmg and or life-enhancing
ge
Urbanisation
Ageing citanging anct neglet
Inineuruta tires the wa trld t c cc ;trills it
keep paC MI the eXpunding uri tan
pomilautan numbering V I billion in
ts: expected to reach S
be 2025
!lased on swab' eutchn
Hamaladesh and India v-
part :::-gunivanton, tn those countnef
are budding ttp vital rainthll and 1-1.1110t(
information, Ill is extaliitsltttug How
surveys and developing urban runoff
models relmant to ilk: kind of
cotkiitions lound in rapilly developing
cities where vastly JO ferent criteria
apply to Most:  or  tn:ne affluent
cEumtnes.
shr »Ott
I a here wit  it.),  eApun wee eh, )
fl(Jetll
Hydrology  and health
Because tales concentrate :sop-Lila:ions
and production caRgailities. tiler,: are
alway.s environmental probterm tct
fated: (matamination. tied
uncollected garbage.
These have seritiii, imptici, far
hmond the urban itiatimarv throngn
ecotogical demands on natimil
resources of the vurrounding ;tree But
if the ciame population and producion
pressure, are i.inmed :1M-tin/age by
generating income to provide better
services, the long-term social returns
and econOrnic benefits are very high
For while it is: the poor who invariably
ha' e worse hCaltil and IOlver Inc
expectancy than richer grimps
probably akvays will), providing
adequate water supply and safe
sanitation still remains the 111051
eflecnve way of i•educing the disparity
in health status between high and
low-income groups.
The expansion of buih-up areas, the
construction of roads, water stortige
and drains, together with land
clearance and deforestation can make
drastic changes in local ectilogy.
Natural foci for disease vectors may
become entrapped within siiburban
areas and new eCOli)gical niches
created. I fydrologicid understanding
of catchment behaviour is thus vital
for environmental management ior
many healdi issues.
Vast SUMS of money are spent each
year on healM care in the tight against
disease. The links between water and
health are well-known — 21 out of
the 37 major disenses of the world
ha a u an essential water link, either
through an intermediate vector as in
malaria and schistosomiasis, for
example) or through its spread by
pollution as with the diarrhoea]
k:I.11A ,..:CPLEHL sp. a- ly
to prn, anC V.":,';
•Upplitr, 'II and tHEr.-.:`4,,'
(,:1-;o:ro
5111Pkold nculif
lg drink lot Hst'lf lire itsipPgfli
bet alb, pet st h
iffipfl11:111:
Large-v.-ale water projects are not
always ,mproprialts or afta-dab-le: in
many countries village water courcec
are traditional dug wells or bore:to/es
with hand pumps. Bemuse they draw
on unpolluied gmundwatcm such
Willef sources arc inherently sine.
Prttylding they are not I ver-expli flied
beyond the rate at which local water
tables rev ittrge. R•cent research in
Zimbabwe funded by ODA with the
Institute of llydrology and the British
Geological Survey has helped to
develop ways oil amplifying village
wale( supplies using collector wells
where modified drilling techniques
tap the basement aquifers more
efficiently, flie lima stage of the
project is io work with the Zimbabwe
Ministry of Local Government on the
installation of it 100 of these wells and
associated community vegetable
INTEGRATING, GENERIC SCIENCE
Ile-Eta/ley( sill bb  the socio-M 01(unie solpilds lhal et reliable baler iutpp/it
eau inabe oil '',/leNe ebniniabilic,i; has &bunts/bated ibe succiws
collector bi riawl Zimbabwe
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Safe efficient water
supplies and
adequate sanitation
could reduce infant
and child mortality
by more than 50%
11iii routes which
hand-LIT; niclis polleiei11.ww
/in/Eonhi pie
beellb issues
schemes. l'he potential hir
itialitt of Iiiee.a enhanced.
salh water for handy
consumption and genchiting intome
the sale t if surplus pn duce is
eNr
ste
g the I s
Zimbabwe de \rids
tliwthecid disc. ase ia s nnH of Ow
apparenth caused In
pi }thrift in In rin nearby latrines
taillapsing v ith the execs:leek hush
water table Recent water quahty
sampling to detect the incidence of
[decal coliform contamination in
well, With ales ihar further
,ne t:aiig:tti in h needed to -tee wilt re
net hiwe the bidteria are enierillH
\tiger supplit
,THHI N‘eathei patterns
i•e changeable and ihSI Mine
than itt the earlier part ni the century,
the direat if occasionally exueine Ingh
%veer mtge.- m1,1,1 be taken inti I
the stung of bi olt
.1Hd and rterhe research
idlahormien is in hand to gei
illetnilire of tile problem. For there is
Ili, titt titt that understaiRling die
undedvina thiologica! hehaeitti,r, he
at w ater miner, in the ern iiiinnieni
all Jul-eloping
lhnttt.icl ill Public anon's Section I
copy of the t /A's IVlace fig' Life :Ind
Gmtoulweicir. t am Hen/is/hi and
Health  irochuies if yigi would like
more inlormatii in on water and health
Environmental stability
It is still widely Idieved that there is a
necessar) titinflict ol (simpering demand
for wiiiter, as thini2h it was sinlply a
matter ol clii dee lietween water
people and water for wildlife, with the
needs of people naturally taking lint tilts .
A central priticiple cif oh, ula 21.
howeciiiir. Is that the lives of people and
die environment are profoundly inter-
linked. Take wetland, for example.
Construing wetlands by ensuling that
they leave adequate supplies of water
can be a positive benefit to man. Softie
wetlands perform important natund
hydrological lunetions such as reducing
welroging groundwater.
In-/pawing water quality by recycling
nutrients and removing pollutants. as
well as supporting agriculturefisheries
and wildlife.
Ninety-three slaw, are Haw signatories lo
the RanIsal ineentiOn ein wetlancl, awl
gre thus committed to producing
1 seetlaincis policies. These ,dm
knihriskr frigorit
make wise use of these vital renames
for the benera of  man by exploiting their
hydrological sustainabdity in
combination wadi water management
planning. RI is providing hydroklucal
advice to the Rantsar Convention and to
IUCN, the NXbrld Conservation Union.
The international advisory panel for the
In collaboration with the University of
York. III is producing a book
entitledEconomic valuation
utilands- gunk:1ms jia planners
and declaim makers
(7ontact Mike Amman
indexing catchment urbanbadon
slot MA77 and Scottish Office). As
pan of research for the Moil
&Mutation Handbook,  II IDTM-
derived catchment boundaries
automatically overlain on molded
urban and suborhan data
*originally taken from the ITELand
Omer.tfirpof (jram Britain hut
subsequently refined) are being
used to index the extent. location
and conemaration of catchment
urbanisation
Adrian Bayliss
development of the management plan
kx Albania% firm designated Rants& site,
the Karaasta lagoon. is chaired by
on behalf of RCN.Tit project links
wetland commotion seater esourcita
management and santaimhle
development in a rapidly developing
counuy.
Scaling up hydrological variables
took a major kap forward this year
through the deliherations at an
international workshop organised
and held at RI. The papers
presented at the workshop have
been published asScahng up in
knlndiftv using remote sensingby
John Wiky & Sons Ltd (ISBN 0-
471-96829-3).
Impact of peat extraction.  IH has
been commissioned to advise on
the impact of peat extraction and
associated rainage upon the
hydrology of nearby conservation
wetlands. This involves detailed
studies of the hydrological
connections between the areas,
and the development of a novel
approach to measuring the areally
averaged permeability of the peat.
John Bromley
INTEGRATING, GENERIC SCIENCE
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Staff structure
Administration
Newstaffappointmead
NERC
Community
Science
Anke
Watson
Melanie
Purvey jean Ilornshy (7)piag Pool)
Debbie Norris
Heather Turner
Andy
Sweetland
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Tony Debney  (Director)
Jan Memish (Secretary)
Neil Runnalls  (Marketing  coordinator)
Stuart Pryde  (Head  of  Administration)
Simon Barter (Finance &Accounts)
Angela Davies
Angie Dickerson
Huw irhomas
Thelma Gibson
Anita Napper
Lyn Ross
Val Lambert
Sue Fenton (Establishments &  Personnel)
Trish Sanders
Eileen Younghosband
Melanie Piny
Reetplion)
nd Anke
John Fraser (Site services)
Ivor Standhridge
Bob Drewett
John Spencer
Hanild JoncH
Andy Sweetland (9ore5)
Max Beran  (TIGER  Programme)
Sally Austin (Seeretaiy)
Iloward Oliver
['runner demils wolf quabficarions and
job dest.riplions may be olnained jiont our
WWW pages (see bock corer)
Frank Law (Division Head)  Mission Statement
eue Heresiatret aearete??7
Roger Moore (Environmental
systems)
Ketiin Black S(Pnare tier:401'4116M
aX\ rence Beran
Hichaid Aiexa Elder
David Hill
Richard Boesch
Anne Roberts Sglia ywe operations
Kevin Down
Isabella Tindall
Jeff Parker
Susan Jennings
Rare Moffatt
Martin Lees (National Water
Archive)
Terry Marsh
Dave Morris
Eric Hermans
Samantlla Green
Rol) ScarTott
Oliver Swerin
Felicity Sandcmon
Shirley Black
Jackie Carr
Celia Kirby (PR  &  publications)
John Griffin
Rol) Flavin
Charlotte Allen
Nick Fey
Sue Wharton  (Library)
I am mondiouse
Denise Dolton
Chris Bottrell (Computing policy)
Simon Gray
Penny Kisby ((ANS Press)
Frances V4ttkins
Jill Gash
information Hydrology seeks so
provide key date geSenilai for
regionai water managemens or sue
umsign and communicate
information via all the modern media
required by LeierS. Tc, that end Ehe
Division will:
information
Hydrology
Division
Collate, quality control and
publish time series and spatial
datasets the( describe any pan of
the hydrological cycle oyes a
region;
I 10 Reveal the coherent structures
within enviromnentaI datasets
relevant te the water indilstry:
(iii)Program to ca nit ercial. standards
the science nndings ofthe
Institute as wdl as publishing
them through evety relevant
outlet in printed and electronic
form:
HO-Use memdata cataloguing and
Wi(Iearea networks to c(fflect
and distribute the facts on which
the subject nourishes:
(v) Bring advances in inforniation
technol(igy into the h(inds ti F Lawrencc
water scientists in NERC, the UK Beran
N.N4tter industry and Academia.
While first priority is given to the
United Kingdom, the division's remit
is pan-European and will 1,,ecomie
increasingly international with time.
New staff appointments
Susan
Jennhags
Rob
Sea crou
Eric
Hennans
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Engineering
Hydrology
Division
New staff appointments
Mike
Dunbar
Clare
Rou nd
Doerte
Jakob
Emma
Tate
Sean
Wood
Ned
Hewitt
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Mission Statement
our research seeks to provide
advanced technkfues for llood and
low flow estimation, For forecasting
extremes, for assessing the availability
of water resources and increasingly
for determining rhe impact of
environmental change on the
reliability of existing and proposed
schemes. This is achieved br
(i) Developing techniques (or
estimating the extremes of low
flow discharges for given
frequency and durations at hoth
gauged and ungauged sites.
(ii) Deriving new generalised .
methods of rainfall and flood
frequency estimation.
(iii) Assessirtg the impacts of ch rli•
Change on water resources
flood frequency.
(iv) Modelling the impact of artificial
influences including land use
change and restKure
develoimlent.
(v) Developing techniqUes
assessing the impact or river llow
regimes and channel ml)rpht)logy
on freshwater ecology.
7 Developing procedures for
estimating and forecasting
precipitation rates using radar
and raingauge information.
(yin  Combining hydrological niodels
with data acquisition systems to
develop real-time flood
forecasting and drought
management systems.
iii improving the effectix mess
hydrological design by
transferring the results of
hydrAogical resent-di la
European and overseas
applications and pnactiLittiic
Alan Gustard (Division  Head)
Sandra Smith (Sucrela  cy)
Mike Acreman (River  basin &
hydro-ecology management)
Andy- Young
Ann Sekulin
Craig Elliott
Karen Croker
Mike Dunbar
Clare Round
Ian Gowing
Andy Bullock  (Regional  flow
regimes)
Gwyn Rees
Tony Andrews
MartheW McCartney
Gwynneth Cole
Julia Dixon
Duncan Reed  (Flood, rainfall  &
climate analysis)
David Marshall
Alice Robson
Lisa Stewart
Adrian Bayliss
Ian Dwyer
Nick  Reynard
Duncan Faulkner
Doerte Jakob
Christel Prudhomme
Bob Moore  (Hydrological  systems
modelling)
David Jones
Roger Austin
Vicky Bell
Sean Wood
Frank Farquharson (Water resource
systems)
Jeremy Meigh
Dick Bradfc)rd
John Packman
Kevin Sene
Barney Austin
Helen Houghtc '
Val Bronsdon
Ned Fiewitt
Emma Tare
Alan Jenkins (Division Head)
David Boorman  (Water quality
systems)
t)); itthstos.
1nal).
1nkr- Rer,,ku‘‘,
»Inn]) • Wilkins( al
sins in Ind hard
Richard Williams (Pollution
hydro/ogy)
Arid-my Johnson
And Italia
Tim Pssien
Lad: \\;Jilks
Pam Naden (Cathment
distributed modelling)
Ann Cmlver
rk k'rintail,
irl r.rioper
Sue Litgdes
Pmyr Broadhurst
tissue C.;annul?
Id0111,001)
Colin Neal  (Hydrochemistry)
I Hun .larvie
Mission  Statement
Mg and ts alt atialitt atanagen-setr
thal end thy Ow. Nam cvad
net ylop modek •dysminatc
Jc.cv hydatologsral pin sit
biological mycilanisms tisa
determine wmer qualily and
capahly dophcation LviI an
to araNyyt tyntifly. comsiti,
dig] >may:40 minattemeni
CilleSt[crls:
Oil Aid ill the design of as atei tinality
tritifil jEttints Ottl‘lstijk, snd
o.:Itur irrndiry dinkh.v.es
Inl'okr.glI trend analysis ancl
modelling;
Quanta)). Pry Misty, 01 polltaants
and (thymic transpmted )
emoaries;
(iv) Ins estigale and underslcmd the
Chris Smith  (Analytical chemistry) proeyssys tymnydang Ihe
lad lthardwal heirtvinur tit • inorgsmic and
NI:agars)/ Nyal IlOamlit pI Ilillailts in ricer
.1:MK'S Dodd! sysICTLIS:
Marrin 'Jarrow
Linda I lilt Iv) invest mczale die mechanism, 10;
I [ember Wieldtnn  . hich chemical and pnamants
are transported Ilvan land surlair
and ;toil into ;he Hued)] ,ytdetn:
tvi) determine the potential LrmI FIlci (Fr
envin mmental change_ in] lotling
industriah sot ial policy. land-use,
atmospheric deposition and
climate change, 00 \\taut/tonality;
Environmental
Hydrology
Division
Jrit: modelitng sn sr) 11)
111.11 uitzelnem hold nytiondlt). and
intornytkenalis through CI,CLL.4
1'L11:LV»- imor•,
Oillc pelslicytlyn st motlat
hier.Odirn
Intl/Hoak modening g ihe
.ttitt ill ing and t dlitlatintg
.amosphyric genetst t at Illation
TIC k.1‘..k,
/ix) noOd
ulutikak !  ; - yngatecting dysign
pilmnsek Ur-ring continuous
rainlall-runctJf simulation
New staff appointments
Linda
IV( di
Lamb
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Land Use
and Experimental
Hydrology
Division
New  staff appointment
witel
31S(If
Mission Statement
) TO dcW3L)13 i tolistic
unclermulding ot the impact ol
land use Anil tither anthrtipogenic
changes in lb • drology, both
witIgn the I I. and 0% er,c3,. as a
means gwviirds improving cmality
life :mil economic wellkeing.
To iniproi e 1)Ni:fictions of the
impacts of land use change lipon
cittcliment water yield. floods. IOW
Paws, sulmindace water und
waterborne Humes.
PM develop an I support kt
instruill(111.
11-1 3CitTWC
ex1ilOhariC33
systems to torther
3111MTC1:3
Ian Calder  (Division Head)
Kan TLIMI (•TcnierT)
Mark  Robinson  (Land use and
water efficiency)
Jim BiPciciii
GullS
Satll Boyle
Paul Rosier
lelen Dayh's
Jim Hudson  (Plynlimon)
Kevin Gilman
Scan Crane
Phil Hill
Sue Hill
•Bill Hughes
Dick Johnson  (Stirling)
David Price
Rachel lironsik in
Michael (Irani:Inn
Graham Leeks (Sediment  and
waterborne  fluxes
Ian Litilebicks1
Card WaitS
Stepilerl Marks
Cleciff Ryland
\V)SS
J David Cooper  (Instrumentation)
Andy Dison
Peter Hodgson
Dave McNeil
Roger Wi air
:dike Stupid
Mike \\
Jonathan hens
Alan Warwick (Workshop)
John V hilt..
Geoff \\ :URA
Jim Wallace  (Division Head)
•ilidaB Dam ker lekasatota
John Gash  (Global  processes)
Richard Harding,
Eleanor Blytis
Alistair Calif
Colin  Lloyd
\Bin WrighL
Chris Huntingford
Chrk Taylor
•firn Kyte
John Roberts  (Vegetation and soil
processes)
•Simon Allen
Robin Hall
Martin Illocinen
Nick Jackson
David Smith
Anne Verhoef
RChecca I-1(pkins
Charles Batchelor  (Sustainable
agrohydrology)
n Bromley
Chris hwell
Ragab Ragab
Jeremy Cain
Dominic Waughray
Jon Finch  (Regional environmental
change)
Ram Stewart
David Biggin
Ken Blyth
Eleanor iikirke
Mission  Statement
tetrestkat
ht.-Lkdo:JR:1i Lycle. Boni local :r.)
scales. tncludmg ;he arip,icts of
human actUitics Anich may 21Iler IL
Priority i.s given to vi n siton m en
issues which hat e a wIdespread effect
On human quality of life and to
et aluatma, the associated eeCnomic
kuplicanons to provide well founded
guidance to environmental managers
and policy makers
The Division's foe
areas are:
fateuie science
tilt Quantification of the effects of
soil physiCal and plant
physiological processes on the
hydrological cycle. especially
where dominated lsy irees and
shrubs.
Menisarenients rind modelling of
hydrological processes occurring
within and between the complete
mosaic ol land use systems within
ennre landscapes, e.g. forestry,
agriculture.
(ii Improving (he ability to tsredict
the hydrological consequences of
environmental change at local to
regional scales, with emphasis on
use of rem(ate sensing techniques,
regional data sets and GIS.
(iv) Increasing understanding of
hydiplogical processes at regional.
and global scales through field
experiments and modelling: u)
foster improved representation in
global climate and continental-
scale models Used to predict
furore climate ancl regional water
resources.
Hydrological
Processes
Division
New staff appointments
Anne
Verhoel
Jeremy
Cain
Eleanor
Burke
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APPENDIX IV
CEH
Integrating
fund projects
Title 1FE III ITE IVEM
PROJECTS COMMENCING 1995/96
The microbial basis of methane oxidation in soils • • •
Interactions of viruses, aphids and wild brassica • •
Modelling the chemical availability  of  radionuclides in upland
organic soils • •
Combined growth and water use modelling of mixed vegetation • •
Upland forest canopy closure - its significance for chemistry,
ecology and hydrology • • •
Molecular genetics and process level events in the biodegradation
of xenobiotics in rhizosphere soils • •
Microbial diversity and ecosystem fun on - Phase I • • •
PROJECTS COMMENCING 1996/97
The role of seabirds in the epizootiology of lyme disease • •
Combined Hydro-ecological And Socio-economic Models  of  land
use, land management and environmental degradation (CHASM) • •
The environmental characteristics of urban environments • • •
The role of microbial diversity in regulating
ecosystem function - Phase II • • •
50m solar grids for the UK • •
Modelling the fate  of  viruses in the aquatic environment • •
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Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH)
1. Wallingford
Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE)
2. Windermere
3. Wareham
4. Monks Wood
5. Edinburgh
:Istitute of Kydrology (H)
6. Wallingford
7. Plynlimon
8. Stirling
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE)
9. Monks Wood
10. Edinburgh
11. Banchory
12. Bangor
13. Merlewood
14. Furzebrook
Institute of Virology and Environmental
Microbiology (IVEM)
15. Oxford
á
